	
  
	
  
	
  
PRODUCT INFORMATION

CADAOIL GEARBOX 75W -140 LS
Fully synthetic "limited-slip" gear oil
Cadaoil Gearbox 75W-140 LS is a fully synthetic gear oil and has especially been
developed for heavy duty transmissions demanding a high viscosity oil, resisting high
loads, high pressures and shock loads
Gearbox 75W-140 LS is recommended for hypoid transmissions, hub reductions and
differentials with or without 'limited slip systems' as used in modern cars.
Gearbox 75W-140 LS can also be used in many other drive line systems where an
API GL-5 gear oil, whether or not with 'limited slip' characteristics, by the OEM is
prescribed.
Gearbox 75W-140 LS has a very high viscosity index, very good low temperature
fluidity characteristics and will 'stay-in-grade' even under the most severe working
conditions.
Gearbox 75W-140 LS is based on the most modern additive technology, combined
with high quality synthetic base stocks. Therefore, this lubricant offers a better
protection against thermal oxidation and reduces corrosion and wear. Seals are not
affected by this product. Special friction reducers make this oil suitable for 'limited slip'
applications in both passenger cars as well as in commercial vehicles, tractors and
earthmoving equipment. The undesirable noise when taking a turn, is being avoided by
using this lubricant.

PERFORMANCE
API GL-5 Ford WSS-M2C192-A
Scania STO 1:0
BMW 83 23 9 407 870
BMW 80 23 2 282 583
GM/Opel GM 12346140
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This sheet contains recommendations or suggestions on properties and possible applications of Cadaoil
products. Because of continuous product research and development, the information in this document can
be changed at all times, without foregoing notice. The analytical information in this document consists of
typical incorrectness of the text. The reader is advised to make the final product choice in dialogue with the
supplier.
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